D&C Basics and Customs and Courtesies
Overview

• Greetings
• Indoors vs outdoors customs and courtesies
• Reporting
• Calling the room
• Flight formations
• Uniform wear
• Ranks
Greetings

• All higher ranking individuals
• Salute Officers/ POC
• POC salute higher ranking POC
• ALWAYS greet Cadre
• Respect
• Good Morning/ Afternoon/ Evening Sir/ Ma’am
Customs and Courtesies
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• If applicable to uniform, wear cover outdoors only
  – Remove immediately indoors
  – Exception of ceremonial purposes

• Salute outdoors only
  – Unless reporting in
  – Not in PTGs unless reporting in
Reporting
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• Proper verbiage for ordered appearance vs. spontaneous
• Knocking
• No facing movements on carpet
• Distance
Calling the Room
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- Instructors entering/leaving the room
- Colonel and above, ALWAYS call the room
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-I7ZwZnpEd8
Flight Formations

- Two vs. Three Elements
- Column Formation
- Line Formation
- Movement Abilities in Formations
Uniform Wear
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- Polo and Khakis
- Blues
  - Most prone to infractions
- OCP/ABU
- Commonly missed items in inspections
  - Gig line
  - Low Quarters
  - Shirt Tuck
  - Creases/Wrinkles
- Officer
- Enlisted
- POC
Summary

• Greetings
• Indoors vs outdoors customs and courtesies
• Reporting
• Calling the room
• Flight formations
• Uniform wear
• Ranks

“Leadership is willing to do what you ask others to do” – CMS AF Kaleth Wright
Questions
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